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About This Game

Explore-Dig-Build-Play that's what you can do in Medieval Playground. Choose from four different types of terrain and start
building your playground. Place and edit trees, animals, people and buildings to your liking. Make battles with allies and

enemies and choose your side. Create underground caves and decorate them.
It's a medieval sandbox where you can create without limits. Enjoy have fun with it.

Story

You assume the role of an adventurer who has gone through many dangers, until he decided to settle. This kind of life is new to
him and begins to choose a good place to start this new chapter. Without knowing it, this is the beginning of a new adventure
that involves finding a way to survive and defend himself. But this task is not easy to do it alone, you need help. So then you

start to build a small village and find people that will help you achieve the dream of living another kind of life. You'll have to go
through many difficulties to see this dream come true.

Main game goal

Medieval playground is an open world sandbox, where you need to stay alive. To do this, first you will create a small village and
get people to help maintain it.

It has been in development for a while, but still has a lot of features and improvements to make.

These are some of the main features to implement.
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-Choose your settlement location
-Start gathering some resources like wood, stone, food and gold.

-Prepare some defences because you may be attacked by trolls, ogres or other creatures.
-Build a warehouse and Town Hall to start recruiting some peseants for your settlement.

-Order them to gather resources, farm, hunt or build.
-Expand your settlement by building farms, houses and defences.
-Upgrade your town hall to expand your size of your settlement

-Build barracks, armory and ballistics recruit some warriors to help defend the settlement.
-Manage your assets so you can maintain your small empire.

-Defende your village from enemies.
-Battles to gain resources and gold.

And also you some function that the player will need to do.

-Eat, Drink, Sleep.
-Get shelter or protect yourself from weather conditions.

-Hunt, Farm, collect resources from the world.
-Craft weapons, armor.

-Build structures Houses, Farms, Defense buildings depending from resources.
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Title: Medieval Playground
Genre: Action, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Americo Mateus Rodrigues
Publisher:
Universus Software
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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this is a very early aphla and in no form is it a game. I know that many reviews of under 2 hours game play are discounted as
rage quitters and the like. However I am not happy with this purchase even though it was $5.00 and feel a need to review this.

No tutorial - What do I do? How do I do it? What do the mystery icons mean on my UI?
Combat - Can't shoot a deer at any distance with my bow - even point blank ><
Looting - Killed a deer. It has meat. There is no obvious way to transfer it to my inventory.
Movement - Very laggy, floating, half in rock.

My system plays Empyrion and 7D2D on top graphics settings with only occasion lag. Most disappointing purchase on steam to
date.. It's very bad at this point, i would ask for a refund but that requires that i play it for at least 2 hours, i cannot it's too
clunky and generally seems to be outdated compared to similar games. I get the feeling that it will no go anywhere so i can't
recommend it. I do hope it gets better.. The game is really fun you can build anything remove
Terrain it a fun game to mess around with. this game may not look mutch but to be honest is is amazing you can do sooooooo
mutch things you can shape the terrain any way you want you can make a farm a city or just live a simple life in the contryside i
love this game it is amazing!!!!:)!!!
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I've dabbled in this game a bit and it has the potential to be a very immersive, rich game. Right now, however, it borders on
dead. I know it hasn't been updated in almost a year which says to me that nobody is working on it. I just went to play it again
and it was so broken. I landed at a place that the map said had water but the terrain said otherwise. That is, until I went down to
the "water" area. There was still grass, but with the addition of flying fish and a slightly darker shadow effect when I was
immersed. Everything functioned the same (walking, fighting, etc.) I attempted to build a house for shelter and was successful
except for the whole 'the walls are invisible and I can't enter or exit this establishment' problem. If you want to play around these
problems and make it work for you, go ahead. I'd be hard pressed to say this game is going anywhere, however, with there being
zero updates in living memory (in terms of gaming).. I want my money back this game sucks! Don't buy it. It needs a lot of work
it has potential but it is in the baby stages. DONNOT BUY THIS GAME! TWO THUMBS DOWN.. This is not for everone at
the moment. But it is something that I have been looking to mess around with. I bought this game to support the developer to
encourage them to continue.. Ill probably update this review as I continue to play, but I wil say that if the developer can
implement all the features in the feature list this will be the mother of all sandbox games. For now it is an amazing terrian editor
with 100's of objects to place to build almost anything you can think of in a medival setting. Only there is little to do with it
since there is no real AI to fight or to help you.

With that said I have to give this game a postive review based on the work done to date.
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